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harry potter and the sorcerer's stone (2001) is a film based on the seventh book in the harry potter series. it is the first film of
the series. the film stars daniel radcliffe as harry potter and rupert grint as ron weasley, and has been met with positive

reviews from critics, who praised the effects, production and the acting. synopsis - harry potter goes on his first hogwarts
school adventure with his best friends ron weasley, hermione granger, and neville longbottom. while flying to london to attend

hogwarts school of witchcraft and wizardry, harry and his friends are attacked by dementors in the skies above. harry finds
himself falling to the ground and lands unconscious in front of the whomping willow. harry's friends manage to escape the

dementors but harry has lost his wand. harry wakes up at hogwarts and is met by professor mcgonagall. mcgonagall introduces
her new student, harry, to the other hogwarts students, including his best friends ron, hermione, neville, and ginny weasley.

the first few days at hogwarts are not easy for harry. harry is very different from the other students, in appearance and
personality. harry begins his studies at hogwarts. harry finds out that professor snape is the new defense against the dark arts
professor, along with mcgonagall. harry is the first student to get a new pet, a hippogriff named buckbeak. harry's first task is
to save a house elf named dobby from lord voldemort's death eaters. dobby works for the hogwarts house of gryffindor. he is
the only elf who speaks muggle. the house elves also help harry to overcome his fear of flying with the help of his pet, hagrid.

soundtrack - "flight of the hippogriff" - roxanna gligor harry potter and the sorcerer's stone movie free download in telugu harry
potter and the sorcerer's stone (2001) is a film based on the seventh book in the harry potter series. synopsis - harry potter

goes on his first hogwarts school adventure with his best friends ron weasley, hermione granger, and neville longbottom.
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